




conspires Co prove does not actually exzst)~would be to forfeit our lives to the cliches that ensfiave us. This remains a horrible possibility whose slippery likelihood demands a renaissance 
of thefractured wordÃ‘i not merely a healthy airing of pure and total nonsense, the meaninf^ess verbal cacophony that is Buffalo's most endearing contribution to the American diction. 

our minds have no choice but to fill the spaces our bodies nq longer occupy", we experience dream and reality simultaneously. We stretch backwards and 
ing the vast imaginative landscape of the unfettered fronti the logical buodings of the city on the rise, the decay and disruption of that particular i- 

zng contours of the new era, which inverts the troubled industrial apparatus. I Histoy-the concerted narrative applied to moments released onto the surface 

to conceit constructed from shards of experiences. In ~u f fa lo ,  we are left with a choice: try to resurrect the past that eludes us or accept the fact that 
the present~and of the future. I The silenced bricks discarded in scattered piles where once stood irrepressibly vocal monuments to 

t 
cording to the realization that the edificqf time is only as stable as the wrecking ball is slow to swing in 

^ 
it 

mortared brick-lace once thought to protect and preserve the meaning we were quick to defend was itself the focus around which we felt confident orienting our focus-less lives. I The city 

of Buffalo is the ultimate capitalist gesture. It came and went like a heart attack, rendering its innumerable accomplishments as obsolete as overpriced Cabbage Patch Dolls. In Buffalo, 
we already know what younger cities will learn when their 100 years are up-the absolute ol#ivion of the American dollar. I Buffalo is a giant void that sucks itselfgradually inward, 
deconstructing its own glorious history even as it continues to unfold. I The central condition defining Buffalo's history, like all histories, is absence, which means we should concern 
ourselves with generating an appropriate response to this dilemma. I As the last factories shmble to a halt, the railroads sink into memory and the Erie Canal lies in rot, Buffalo set its 
sights on the seeds of rational thought, one of which is linear writing, the warped off-spring of standardized printed type. The collected works of Charles Bernstein, Susan Howe, Michael * 
Basinski, Ray Federman and other individuals living and working in Buffalo represent thejuttire of the futureless present. They evince an approach to living devoid of any formal clinging 
to prescribed order, language, systematology or design. I Buffalo has busied itselfcreating a iiocabulary of absence and decay that articulates the American-perhaps, WesternÃ‘dilemm 
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at the end of the old world, which Leon Czolgosz signaled when 2 shots rang o n h e r i c a n  afternoon and Trico, Bethlehem Steel and other bastions of American enterprise echoed 
in thegrinding silence offactories lef t  to die on the edge of the industno-rational century. I T h t  the world has come to an end around me, evidently not as permanent as Buffalo's legislators 
of the "realU-and America's architects of the absolute before them-led us to believe, is not 1k3. concern; but as a result, 1 hesitate to designate the inherently temporary world we inhabit 
"reality." I We have inherited the empty shell of a city, of a history, of a life pursuit that once had meaning inherently but does not do so any longer. That this history, this city, our lives, 
once exemplified an experience that has come to define the country's, and by extension, the Western World's, central principles only makes our dilemma that much more pregnant, relevant 
and absurd. I Walking the streets of downtown, with its splayed buildings strewn across the fragmented landscape, one has no choice but to linger between dream and reality perpetually, 
to occupy that space where fact and fiction intermingle and bleed together. That is not to tur+ our backs on the past but to refrainfiom turning our backs to the present, as the present at 
least gives us hope. Our outrage, the first shocked gasp, is followed by a burst of pure elatwn, in which we realize how lucky we are to have eluded the trap that the rest of America is 

destined to stumble into. I Today, with the city's buildings-and by extension, the edifice of history-left in ruins (that the edifice of time is hoUow inside is central to @n understanding o f  
the true nature of American reality), it is imperative that we appropriate the fractured mat 'ah  positively, in the service of a progressive agenda free from nostalgia for a former, 
comfortable realiy splayed indifferently across empty lots in a ravaged downtown. I A r , urrealist suicide in protest against God and Time, our history miraculously vacated itself, 
orphaning its own to the wind. Now, we are free to re-invent the world at the nexus of memory & imagination (a  privilege we would not enjoy had we lived in a city where the apparatus 
of American distraction remainsfirmly in check). I As Buffalo crumbles further, revealing itself to be artifice, and, in memory, fiction, we are forced to accept the burden of genius. No 
longer able to distinguish between what's there, what was there and what could be there, Bgffalonians have no choice but to experience the city on all 3 at once, Frwnt f t fao@, 
disruption and decay initiate a stretching of the soul, a spiritual implosion incurred to accominodate this wider, more complex experience of human, r e a h .  





In Buffalo, we aregreeted with a Grecian chalbge, a, mammothpromise founded 
an distinct principles of emptiness. We && left with no hope, ?p &me, and 

, yet-because we exist (which is th^oidy^tfwg that realty rnatters)-we mustplaces 
our faith in h u w n  energy' alone a d f w s e  a future for owselcw in thesgaees rent -- - - 

@ open through colJapse. f Buffalo pr imes a &&age, no$ a kgaey; it tmmis the 
uninspired until they flee la a dtf where legwyS f l o ~  will carry them atone. 



-*- 
As Buffalo, a city founded on the edge of 
obscurity (the American frontier), fades 

, further into memory (the new American 
frontier), the time has come to celebrate 
its greatest 20th Century achievement: 
the inversion of all that evidenced the 
city's ascerulency-that is, the central 
contours of modern life . . . 
Once we recognize that our failure 
represents an act of leadership-rather 
than proof of lapsed significance~we 
can begin to envision a place for 
ourselves in the futureless present, a 
state unencumbered by the pretense to 
pre-determined order that the Western 
concept of history assumes. 

Buffalo, seemingly emblematic of 
industrial modernist power, never 
actually had any. Our fortunes followed 
outsider interests, the master narratives 
of East Coast shareholders. Buffalo was 
never more than merely functional, a 
factory of life that, like all factories, 
must eventually grind to a halt in 
deference to the newest, cheapest, nwst 
convenient commercial alternative. But 
a culture of lifetimes exists that 
transcends the functional . . .that 
matters in ways that are not merely 
economic . . . that cannot be abandoned 
so easily. 

*- 

(fan, 4 &nil,City It& 

I 
lo, yob are America's bastard, its 

1 illegitimate secret, the ered rumor it wants swept 

b 



bayou, morning mist across me Aeckies or d i r t 4 i n < ~ ~ s w e r n ~  zn flew rqrk ~ z t y .  
What chariots your stay in Western New York is the myth of Buffalo-the 
grandiose legend of absolute absence that c o ~ ~ t r u e ~  us. I Buffalo esftsts only in 
theory- an abstract possibility (like infinitude, or absolute zero), a concrete 

manifestation of an unspeakable reality (we live this reality, in mind and body). 
Nobody actually visits Buffalo; you're there befme you arrive, gone before you 
came-I'm not convinced Buffalo even exists . . . except as hearsay, legend, 

memory. . . perhaps as literature. But as Proust demonstrated, transcendence is 
only a memory away, and dreams don't exist but in the words we use to describe 
them afterward. I Buffalo unfolds like poetic verses, each street another line, 
each house another word. Buffalo accumulates words and lines and stanzas like 
an abandoned lot hoardsgarbage and dogshit. Buffalo unfolds like agrand novel 
the last 30 or 40 pages of which have been torn out (I'm sure you can guess what 
happens in the end). I In Buffalo, relegated as we are to theplane o f f i t ion ,  of 
myth. oftheory (by America's unwavering wiuingness to facilitate our descent into 
memory), the words in which we exist provide a loophole for transcendence. To 
deny our essence now-sentences constructed from memory and imagination (in 

the service of a supposedly distinct reality every decaying thing about Buffalo I 
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